Declaration of Independence
Today, this ______day of___________ 2008, I declare my Independence.
I declare I am free to accept and experience the full abundance of all this life has to offer. I am free to create my world,
wealth, health and happiness. I am no longer enslaved by social expectations of how I use my knowledge, skills and
time upon this earth.
I declare I shall use my new found freedom for the good of all those I may touch; by my thoughts, my words and my
deeds.
Today I am truly a “freed” soul. My spirit and my mind are in alignment with the natural vibration of Source and
Creation.
1. I am decisive, for in my decisiveness, I am powerful. I am so strong that my peace of mind cannot be wavered.
2. I am focused – By being like the laser, I crystallize my future. I easily walk into my abundance.
3. I welcome failure- For in failure, I grow stronger and wiser. I accept it as a temporary portal. When I pass
through it, I shall achieve even greater accomplishments.
4. I put my goals in writing-For in the written word, I place a permanent record for universal acceptance and
creation, and as a reminder to myself of my commitment.
5. I plan my works- My steps are focused and decisive when I invest in myself by planning how I shall achieve
my goals.
6. I involve others- For in others whose wisdom, knowledge and character I respect, I shall find mentors to help
me achieve.
7. I am an action taker with purpose- In action I become more successful. With purpose and action I accomplish
greater success and satisfaction.
8. I reward myself with gratitude-I am grateful for all success my hard works reap. Therefore, I reward my hard
work with pleasurable gifts.
9. I think only the best, work for only the best and expect only the best.
10. I celebrate others success with great fervor and happiness. Success and achievement in abundance brings more
of the same.
11. I seek opportunities to mentor others with integrity and commitment. For by doing so, I know all are rewarded
far greater than if we were to accomplish the task alone..
12. I am a person of integrity and commitment. My promises to myself are as important as my promise to others. I
persist without exception and achieve my goals.
13. As a “Freed” soul, I recognize I am not independent of others, I am however, soley responsible for my personal
experiences and accomplishments while upon this earth.
I personally put my hand to this document this day, as genuine acknowledgement of this personal declaration:
Signed:______________________________
Date:______________________________
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